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2017 Write It/Do It State Rubric 
 

1) Some of these descriptions are very challenging to interpret. Try to think about them more as 
instructions for how the model could be recreated rather than a description. 

2) If an incorrect piece (like the big index card instead of the small one or the long popsicle stick instead 
of the short one) is used to satisfy the criteria, no points will be given for that piece. A different piece’s 
criteria that reference the incorrect piece may still earn points. 

3) West is on the axis of the twisted pipecleaners in the direction of the coin roll. The rest of the compass 
directions follow. 

 

# Pieces Criteria Points 
1 Plate Up-side-down /1 
2 Take-out box On top of piece 1 /1 
  Any corner on inner rim of piece 1 /1 
  SW corner on SW point of inner rim of piece 1 /1 
  N flap straight up /1 
  W flap straight up /1 
  E flap straight up /1 
  S flap bent out 90 degrees /1 
  Flaps with slit on E and W /1 
3 Box handle Removed from box /1 
  Formed into a loop /1 
  Ends stacked on top of each other and lined up /1 
  Loop is on N-S axis /1 
  Ends are N most part of loop /1 
  Ends touching piece 2 /1 
  Ends touching piece 2 S flap /1 
  Ends touching piece 2 S flap on unpatterned side /1 
  Ends touching piece 2 S flap just inside its SW corner /1 
4 Binder clip Holding pieces 2 and 3 together /1 
  Overlaps half of piece 3 /1 
  Opens to E /1 
  Metal handles are folded against black part /1 
5 Small popsicle Sitting in piece 2 /1 
 stick On the SE-NW diagonal /1 
  One end touching any inside bottom corner of piece 2 /1 
  One end resting in any gap between flaps of piece 2 /1 
  Resting on thin edge /1 
6 Paperclip Shape is unaltered /1 
  Clipped onto any piece 2 flap /1 
  Clipped onto E piece 2 flap /1 
  Tips point up /1 
  Smaller ring on inside of piece 2 /1 
  Tips line up with edge of piece 2 /1 
  About .5 cm N of S edge of piece 2 /1 
7 Sticker Placed on N side of piece 2 /1 
  Placed on center of any side of piece 2 /1 



8 Coin roll Axis of cylinder is vertical /1 
  Hardened, curled end on bottom /1 
  Top 2 cm is mostly torn away /1 
  Torn away part is still connected by about 2 cm /1 
  Torn away part is connected on E /1 
  Torn away part is wrapped into a circle /1 
  Circle is horizontal /1 
  Ends of circle touch where circle is connected to rest of roll /1 
  Ends of circle overlap about 2 cm /1 
  Connection to rest of roll overlaps outside other end of circle /1 
  Striped pattern on roll is on inside of circle /1 
9  Brad Through piece 8 /1 
  Holding piece 8 circle together /1 
  Prongs are E of head /1 
  Prongs are pointing N and S /1 

10 Green (Div B)/ Goes through piece 8 /1 
 dark blue (Div Wraps around piece 8 along its axis /1 
 C) pipecleaner Connects back on itself on outside of piece 8 at center of axis /1 
  Portion is straight and perpendicular to surface of piece 8 /1 

11 White (Div B)/ Twisted with piece 10 /1 
 light blue (Div Twisted portion is about 18 cm long /1 
 C) pipecleaner Twisted portion resting on piece 2 /1 
  Twisted portion goes through slits in piece 2 flaps /1 
  Twisted portion centered along E-W axis across piece 2 /1 

12 Cup Opens to the W /1 
  Piece 11 poked through center of base /1 
  Piece 10 touches base but does not go through it /1 
  Piece 11 wrapped in circles against inside base /1 
  Piece 11 wrapped in circles about 2 cm in diameter /1 

13 Clothes pin Clipped onto pieces 10 and 11 /1 
  On N-S axis /1 
  Opens to the S /1 
  Halfway between E and W sides of piece 2 /1 
  Resting on piece 2 /1 
  Resting on N piece flap /1 
  Overhangs piece 2 to the N by about 3 cm /1 

14 Toothpick Inside wire loop of piece 13 /1 
  Equal lengths sticking out of piece 13 on each side /1 

15 Paperclip Bent at any joint to 180 degrees /1 
  Bent at middle joint to 180 degrees /1 
  Hanging from pieces 10 and 11 /1 
  Hanging from smaller ring /1 
  Smaller ring tip is N of pieces 10 and 11 /1 
  E of piece 2 /1 
  Halfway between E side of piece 2 and E end of piece 10 /1 



16 Small index Torn in half /1 
 card Torn in half “hotdog” style /1 
  Halves form a right angle /1 
  Torn edges on outside of angle /1 
  Lined sides of both halves on top /1 
  Half without red line on top of other half /1 
  Half with red line on N-S axis /1 
  Half on N-S axis has about 1 cm N of other half /1 
  Half without red line on E-W axis /1 
  Half on E-W axis has about 1 cm E of other half /1 
  Any part is folded up 90 degrees /1 
  W most 1 cm is folded up 90 degrees /1 
  All placed on piece 1 /1 
  About 1 cm N and E of piece 2 /1 

17 Twist tie Woven through piece 16 /1 
  Goes through piece 16 four times /1 
  Each hole through piece 16 is about 1 cm apart /1 
  Alternates between the top and bottom of piece 16 /1 
  Ends point up on both sides of weaving /1 
  Binds halves of piece 16 /1 
  Touching piece 16 on overlap between its halves /1 
  On SW-NE axis /1 
  One end sticks up about 4 cm /1 
  One end sticks up about 2 cm /1 
  Taller end is NE of other end /1 

18 Bead On piece 16 /1 
  Around piece 17 /1 
  Around short end of piece 17 /1 

19 Flosser Touching piece 17 /1 
  About 1 cm above piece 1 /1 
  On SW side of piece 16 /1 
  Piece 16 comes up to junction between handle and C shape /1 
  Horizontal cross-section is on NW-SE axis /1 
  Floss part on SE side /1 

20 Rubber band Holding pieces 17 and 19 together /1 
  Wrapped around piece 19 only on handle /1 
  Covers about 3 vertical cm of piece 19 /1 

21 Straw Bent to right angle /1 
  On piece 1 /1 
  Long segment on N-S axis /1 
  Short segment on E-W axis /1 
  Short segment S of long segment /1 
  About 2 cm W and S of piece 2 /1 

Tier  Tie Breaker (build time)  Final Score /124 



 


